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In this paper. we conalder the worst-case time complexity of constructing optimal alphabetic trees. 
Hu and Tucker (I 971) presented an O(n log n) algorithm for this problem in the linear decision tree 
model. On the other hand, there are only _ 7”‘“’ different solutions (outputs) for this problem and, so, 
the only obvious lower bound in the decision tree model is R(n). One way to resolve this disparity is 
to consider the complexity of testing if a given alphabetic tree is optimal (for a given sequence of 
weights). Using the correctness of the HumTucker algorithm. we derive the necessary and sufficient 
conditions on the weight sequence for a given tree to be optimal. These conditions are derived from 
the shape of the tree. Icbel-by-level. bottom-up. From this. it is easily seen that the optimality of very 
skewed trees (i.e. trees in which the number of nodes in each level is hounded by some constant) can 
bc tested in linear time. We show that the optimality of well-balanced trees (i.e. trees in which the 
maximum difference between the levels of any two leaves is bounded by some constant) can also be 
tested in linear time. Finallq. wc consider a class of trees that is neither skewed nor well balanced, 
and discuss the dilticulty and the issues involved in testmg its optimality in linear time. It is not clear 
if the optimality of an arbitrary tree can be tested in linear time. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of constructing an extended binary tree of minimal weighted external 
path length has many important applications (see [S, pp. 399-4051 and [9, pp. 
406&480]). An (e.utended) hina~~~ tree T is defined recursively as being either a leaf 
(external node), or an internal node called the root of T, together with two subtrees 
called the left and right subtrees of T. Let T be an extended binary tree with n leaves 
(and, hence, II ~ I internal nodes); let V, , Vz. , V, be the II leaves of T. The level (or 
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(lcptl7) of an internal or external node in 7‘ is defined to be its distance from the root. 
The /sigh/ of 7; denoted by /~ight( T). is detined to be the maximum level of any leaf 
in T. For each i. 1 < i < II. Ict I, be the level of I ;. and let \\‘i > 0 be the weight associated 
with Ii. The \1~i~gl7tc~l .~tc~~7tr/ /7~71/7 Icn~qfl7 of’ T or ~~i<~llzt c!/’ 7’. denoted by \v( 7’). is 
defined as W( T)=x:‘= , H,~/,. 
Let S=( I’, . 1,. . . . I;,) be ;I sequence of II leaves, where \\‘i is the weight associated 
with 1;. 1 <i < 17. An trlpl~h~ric, tree Ton S is :I binary tree on the II leaves such that 1; 
is the ith leaf from the left in T. I <i<rl. An alphabetic tree corresponds to ;f search 
proccdurc for locating ;I given file 191. or to an alphabetic binary code [?I]: then \t,( T) 
represents the average cost (number of comparisons) of locating ;I given file, or the 
avcragc length of a code word. respectively. The p7~1hlc~77 of ~o~7str~~tir7g optin7r7l 
~lpl7trhetic, ~IYYJ.S is 2s follows. Given N’ = ( i\‘, . t\‘l. _. H’,, ), construct an alphabetic tree 
Ton S such that \\,( 7‘) is minimized. HLI and Tucker [6] presented an algorithm for 
constructing optimal alphabetic trees. Knuth [9. pp. 439 4451 showed how this 
algorithm can be implemented. so that it runs in O( 17 log 77) time and O(n) space. 
Garsia and Wachs [2] prcsentcd ;I similar algorithm with the same complexity. 
In the alphabetic tree problem. the term ~~//I/~u/Jcv~c~ refers to the fact that the leaves 
1;. I; _. . . . . L;, appear in that order in T. from left to right. Hutl’man [7] studied the 
problem of minimizing N,( 7‘) Ithen the leaces can appear in any order in T. For this 
USC. Huffman presented an O( 77 log 77) time and O( 77) space algorithm for finding 
;I minimum weight tree (called ;I Hoffi7rtrn rrw ). 
In this paper. we are interested in determining the time complexity of constructing 
optimal alphabetic trees in the /;77~1. rl~~~i.5ior7 IIYV r71otl~l of computation [I]. All the 
algorithms mentioned above arc in the linear decision tree model. For a problem P, let 
Sol(P) denote the set of all solutions for P. Then loglSo/( P)l is a lower bound on the 
height of 077~. decision tree that solves P. There are C‘,, , binary trees on 17 leaves. 
where CL is the kth Catalan number. (‘k= I (!,+ I )( ‘:)=2@“’ IX, pp. 38X and 3891. 
Hence this only yields an Q(r7) lower bound for the alphabetic tree problem. The 
Huffman tree problem has Q( n!) solutions and, so. has an !J( 17 log 77) lower bound in 
the decision tree model: hcncc. Huffman’\ algorithm is optimal. 
We are interested in closing the gap between the lower bound R(n) and the upper 
bound O( 17 log 11) for the optimal alphabetic tree problem. The problem of twiny the 
optimality of ;I given alphabetic tree is lincar-time transformable to the problem of 
~177.5fr’1rc~fi71~q an optimal alphabetic tree: hence. ;I lower bound for the former is also 
a lower bound for the latter. So, Lve consider the complcsity of testing if a given 
alphabetic tree is optimal (for ;I given scqucncc of weights). Since IV(T) is a lineat 
function of W. the conditions for the optimality of T arc given by the C,,_ , ~ 1 linear 
incqualitics of the form \t,( T)< H,( f). whcrc f is any other alphabetic tree with 
77 leaves. The region dctcrmincd by these inequalities is an unbounded convex 
polytopc /w/J,( T) in K”. Since each of these inequalities is a closed inequality, JWIJ,( T) 
is a closed region. Many of these inequalities are redundant. The nonredundant 
inequalities correspond to the fi~(.c~tu ( i.e. (II ~ I )-dimensional faces) of /XI/J( T). We say 
that ?- is a rwi~qllhor of 7. if the inequality W( PI< \r( $) is nonredundant inequality 
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defining a facet of poly( T). Using the correctness of the Hu-Tucker algorithm, we 
obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions on tv for a given alphabetic tree to be 
optimal. From this, it is easy to determine the nonredundant inequalities. These 
conditions are derived from the shape of the tree, level-by-level, bottom-up. It turns 
out that if ? is a neighbor of T, then lhei.ght( T)-keiykt( f)I 6 1. 
The motivation behind studying the structure of the poly( T)‘s is as follows. In the 
problem of constructing an optimal alphabetic tree, we are given the weight sequence 
w which can be thought of as a point in the first orthant of R”. This orthant is 
partitioned into convex polytopes, each polytope being a poly( T) for some T. We are 
required to find a T such that w~poly( T). The complexity of this task depends on the 
number of poly( T)‘s as well as on the structural complexity of the individual 
pol~~( T)‘s. Since the number of poly( T)‘s (i.e. the Catalan number) yields only a trivial 
lower bound, we consider the structural complexity of the individual poly( T)‘s. This 
naturally corresponds to the complexity of testing the optimality of a given alphabetic 
tree. 
Yao and Rivest [lo] studied the following polyhedral decision problem. Let CP be 
a fixed convex polytope in R”; given XFR”, determine if XECP. They proved an 
Q(logf’) lower bound for this problem in the linear decision tree model, wherefis the 
total number of faces of P of all dimensions (faces of dimension zero are the vertices, 
faces of dimension one are the edges, and so on). They suggested using this result to 
obtain a nontrivial lower bound for testing the optimality of the complete, balanced 
alphabetic tree on n = 2k leaves. Our results indicate that the optimality of such a tree 
can be tested in linear time. 
In Section 2, we briefly describe the Hu-Tucker algorithm, and introduce some 
notations. We also obtain a result concerning the HuTucker algorithm that will be of 
use in the next section. In Section 3, we obtain the conditions on w for a given 
alphabetic tree to be optimal. In Section 4, we consider the time complexity of testing 
the optimality. From the results of Sections 2 and 3, it is easily seen that the optimality 
of very skewed trees (i.e. trees in which the number of nodes in any level is bounded by 
some constant) can be tested in linear time; we show that the optimality of well- 
balanced trees (i.e. trees in which the maximum difference between the levels of any 
two leaves is bounded by some constant) can also be tested in linear time. Finally, we 
consider a class of trees that is neither skewed nor well balanced, and discuss the 
difficulty and the issues involved in testing its optimality in linear time. It is not clear if 
the optimality of an arbitrary tree can be tested in linear time. In Section 5, we 
summarize our results, and discuss directions for further research. 
2. The Hu-Tucker Algorithm 
There are some similarities between the Huffman algorithm and the Hu-Tucker 
algorithm. So, we first briefly describe the Huffman algorithm, and then describe the 
Hu-Tucker algorithm. Then we obtain a result concerning the Hum-Tucker algorithm 
that will be used in the next section. 
Throughout the rest of this paper. we let C’, . Pi. . . . . C;, be the II leaf nodes with 
associated weights 1\‘, . w’?. . iv,,, in that order. When no distinction is intended, the 
term ~zo~ltl is used to mean either an internal node or an external node. and is denoted 
by I’ (with or without subscripts). Internal nodes are also denoted by I’ (with or without 
subscripts). In the figures. a leaf is represented by a square. and an internal node, by 
a circle: when no distinction is intended. or when the type is unknown, the node is 
represented by a triangle. The weight of an internal node is defined to be the sum of 
the weights of all the leaves in the subtree rooted at that node. l(r) and \c( ~1) denote 
respectively, the depth and the weight of a node I‘. 
Hu and Tucker [6] define a c~or~.s/r’~~~ior~ SL’I/UPIICY to be any sequence of internal and 
external nodes. The ir~iritrl .SCY~MVICP S is the sequence ( C; , I>. . L{,) of external nodes. 
Let ( ri. I’, ) be a pair of nodes in a construction sequence S*. By r~~mhinin~/ 11~ and 11~. 
we mean the following: ri and r, arc made sons of a new internal node rii. where 
\v( ~‘i,,) = \tj( L’,) + u,( rj ). The resulting construction sequence is obtained from S* by 
deleting l’i and I’,. and inserting ri,. Both the Huffman algorithm and the Hu--Tucker 
algorithm involve the construction of a tree by successively combining a pair of nodes, 
until the final construction sequence consists of a single node that is the root of the 
tree (in the case of the HumTucker algorithm, this tree is root the final output). The 
criteria for choosing I’~ and I’~. and the position of “ii in the new construction sequence 
remain to be specified. 
Huffman’s algorithm [7] constructs a minimum weight tree on the leaves 
C; . L>, _. . I ;,. lvhere the leaves can appear in any order. The tree is built level-by-level, 
bottom-up. In each construction scqucncc (starting with S), a pair (c,, r’,) of nodes 
with the smallest sum of weights is combined; the position of rii in the new construc- 
tion sequence is immaterial. 
Now consider alphabetic trees. where the leaves must appear in the order 
c;. 1. 2, . . . . I,, from left to right. Any alphabetic tree 7‘can be built as follows. In each 
construction scquencc (starting with S). combine an adjacent pair ( ri. ri+ i ) of nodes 
that arc brothers in T; in the new construction sequence. I’,,~+, takes the position of 17,. 
Unfortunately. there is no known algorithm that constructs an optimal alphabetic 
tree by repeatedly combining adjacent pairs of nodes. Hu and Tucker [6] showed that 
the alphabetic tree obtained by rcpeatcdly combining the minimum weight adjacent 
pair need not bc optimal. Their algorithm for constructing an optimal alphabetic tree 
consists of two parts. The algorithm first constructs a tree T’ that is not alphabetic. 
Then T’ is converted into an alphabetic tree T with the same weight. They also 
showed that T’ is optimal in a class of binary trees that contains all the alphabetic 
trees. So. T is an optimal alphabetic tree. 
Now we consider the construction of T’. A pair of nodes in a given construction 
sequence is called a cor~l/~trrihle /sir (cp for short), if either the two nodes are adjacent, 
or all the nodes between them are internal nodes. Among all cp’s in a construction 
sequence, a cp with minimum weight is called a r~inirnunz ~ompatihlc~ pcliv (mcp). T’ is 
constructed as follows. In each construction sequence (starting with S), an mcp (Ui, L.j) 
is combined: in the resultant construction sequence, t’ij takes the position of L’i. 
Note that in a construction sequence, there could be many mcp’s; in fact, the same 
node can appear in many mcp’s. Hu and Tucker presented a tie-breaking rule to 
determine which mcp should be combined. In order to avoid tedious details, we shall 
assume that there are no ties at any stage. We know from Section 1 that the region (set 
of all w) over which an alphabetic tree T is optimal is a closed convex region. So, 
whenever we prove a result, we prove it for the interior (open region), and the result 
automatically holds for the boundary as well. 
Hu [4] showed that it is not necessary that the pair of nodes combined at each step 
be an mcp. A cp (vi, I‘j) is called a local minimum compatible pair (lmcp) if Dj has the 
smallest weight among all the nodes compatible with ci, and vice versa. Hu showed 
that if we successively combine lmcp’s in any order, we get the same tree T’ (in case of 
ties, we will get different trees. but all with the same weight). This follows from the 
following result that Hu proved. We present a different proof here. 
Lemma 2.1. Let ci he a node that hus the smallest lveiyht among all the rlollrs computible 
with vi in a construction sequence S*. Suppose un lmcp (c,, c,,) is combined and, as 
a result, a node vk becomes compatible ttlith vi. Then w( I’~)> w( vj). 
Proof. We need to consider two cases depending on whether r, and L’~ are on the same 
side of L‘i, or on opposite sides of vi. In both cases, ci is compatible with (at least) one 
node in ( r,, P,, ) , and cli is compatible with the other in S*. Without loss of generality, 
let L’i be compatible with P,, and let L’~ be compatible with rh. We have W(l.j)~M.(I:,) 
and \t,( r,,) < \v( Q). 0 
Corollary 2.1.1. An lmcp in a construction sequence S* will remain an lmcp, as other 
lmcp’s are successicel!, combined. So if’ there are no ties, every lmcp will be eoentuallJ 
combined, the order of combining lmcp’s is irrelelvmt, and the tree obtained by combining 
lmcp’s is unique. 
The following corollary will be of use in the next section. 
Corollary 2.1.2. Let rj he a node that has the smallest weight among all the nodes 
compatible with ci, in a construction sequence S*. Suppose that starting with S*, we 
perform a sequence qflmcp comhinutions; let ri he combined with Q. Then w( zlk) 3 w( vi). 
Let f be an extended binary tree. Level-hJ,-lerel (re)construction of f means the 
following bottom-up construction. Starting from the initial sequence, first perform all 
the combinations at the highest level of ?, then all the combinations at the next to 
highest level, and so on; i.e. no pair should be combined until all pairs at higher levels 
have been combined. Lecel-hjl-level cp-construction means a level-by-level construc- 
tion in which each of the combined pairs is a compatible pair in its construction 
sequence. Lcrcl-by-lewl /l?lc~p-c.orlstrir~,f;~)~i and le~l-hJ,-ler.el rnc,p-c,onstrtcc,tiorl are de- 
fined similarly. Note that every tree has a level-by-level construction, but a tree 
may or may not have :I text-by-level lmcp-construction or a level-by-level mcp 
construction. 
Now we discuss the conversion of T’ into T. Since an adjacent pair of nodes is a cp, 
every alphabetic tree has a level-by-level cp-construction. Let C(S) be the class of all 
trees on S that have :I level-by-level cp-construction. Hu and Tucker [6] proved the 
following: 
(i) T’EC( S). 
(ii) T’ is optimal (i.e. has minimum weight) in C(S). 
(iii) Any tree in C(S) can be converted into an alphabetic tree of the same weight. 
Regarding the conversion in step (iii). let ?‘EC(S) be a nonalphabetic tree. Hu and 
Tucker showed how to construct an alphabetic tree fsuch that each leaf has the same 
depth in both f and ?‘. 
In the Hu Tucker algorithm. T’ can be constructed in 001 logn) time 19. pp. 
439 44.51. The conversion of 7” into T can be performed in 0( 11) time. Hence, the 
entire algorithm runs in O( II log II) time. 
In summary. the Hu Tucker algorithm constructs a tree T’ that is not alphabetic. 
T’ is then converted into an optimal alphabetic tree T such that each leaf has the same 
depth in T and T’. T’ is obtained by successively merging lmcp’s in any order. T’ has 
a level-by-level cp-construction. Hu and Tucker showed that T’ need r~f have 
a level-by-level mcp-construction. In particular, they showed that the very first mcp 
(in S) need not be at the highest level (this is especially surprising because of 
Lemma 2.3). Our approach (in Section 3) to obtain the conditions for the optimality 
of 7‘ rests crucially on the following result. 
In order to prove this lemma. we need the following lemmas from Hu and Tucker 
C61. 
Now, we are ready to prove Lemma 2.2 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The combinations performed by the Hu-Tucker algorithm will 
be (re)performed in the following order in the level-by-level construction of T’: In each 
level. from bottom to top. the internal nodes will be created in the order of increasing 
“k 
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weights of the nodes; if two internal nodes in a level have the same weight, then they 
will be created in the same order as in the Hu-Tucker algorithm. Hu and Tucker 
showed that in this order, each of the combined pairs is a cp. So, we only need to show 
that each combined pair is a lo& rninimutn cp. 
Consider this level-by-level construction. Suppose that in some level I, we construct 
the internal node ck by combining the level I+ I nodes Ci and L’j. Suppose there exists 
a node ~1, compatible with l’i, such that ul( a,) < M’( L’~). We have MI( 11~) <W(Q). We shall 
prove that this leads to a contradiction. 
Now consider the construction of T’ by the HuTucker algorithm. Note that c, 
could be an internal node or an external node. If I’, is an internal node, then by 
Lemma 2.3, it is created before Q. At the time ofcreation of Q, let rh be the root of the 
subtree containing c,. The situation is as illustrated in Fig. la. Note that 11; may or 
may not be the same as c,. In any case, by Lemma 2.3 and the fact that \v( P,) < w( Q), 
we have \v( rk) < u,( ck). We shall consider two cases (in the Hu Tucker alyorithm). 
Case 1: At the time of creation of Q, L’L is compatible with ri. Then, since (vi, L!j) is 
an mcp at this instant, we must have that \tl( ~~)<u,(ck). This, together with 
\c( z’,,,)< LZ.( ~~j), implies that V; is a proper ancestor of c,. Since rh is compatible with llli, 
and M’( r:,,) < vtj rn). by Lemma 2.4 we have that /( L.L)> 1( Q). This implies that in the 
level-by-level construction, ci,, is created before L’~. This is a contradiction. 
Case 2: At the time of creation of cb, a; is not compatible with l’i. At this instant, let 
V, be the uncombined leaf between l>in and ri that is closest to tyi (see Fig. lb). In the 
level-by-level construction. at the time of creation of ck, c, is compatible with ci. 
Hence, at this instant (in the level-by-level construction), VP has already been 
combined with some other node; let L.; be the root of the subtree containing VP. We 
have l<l(~b)<l+l. 
Now consider the Hu-Tucker algorithm. cb is constructed after ck. Hence, by 
Lemma 2.3, \v( rb) 3 v~( Q). Also, immediately after the creation of rb, it is compatible 
with (the root of the subtree containing) rk. Hence, by Lemma 2.4,1( rb) < I( ck) = 1. So, 
we conclude that I( rb) = I= I( rk). Since \v( rb) 3 \v( Q), rk will be created before P> in the 
level-by-level construction. This is a contradiction. I 
From Lemma 2.2 and the correctness of the HuTucker algorithm, we have the 
following result. 
3. Conditions for optimality 
In this section. we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions on the weight 
sequence w for a given alphabetic tree 7’ to be optimal. These conditions are derived 
from the shape of the tree, le\,el-by-level. bottom-up. using Theorem 2.5. 
Consider the level-by-level lmcp-construction of T’ mentioned in Theorem 2.5. Let 
S=( 1,;. Ci. . L;,) be the initial sequence consisting of the leaves of T’. Let I(, and 
I;,+ I be two leaves on the left and the right of the initial sequence S. each of weight 
+ X: they are taken to be of depth ~ I in T’. Suppose that starting with this 
au<gr~r~trtl iwiticzl .scywrx~ AfS(S)=( I;,. 1;. L>. . . . C,, C,+ , ), we have performed all 
the combinations among nodes of depth greater than I in T’. At this instant. we have 
a general sequence S* of internal and external nodes. Ail the internal nodes in S* have 
depth I in T’. All the leaves in S* have depth at most I in T’. Any consecutive sequence 
of nodes in S* is called :I hlo~,k. The nodes of S* in level I of T’ appear in several 
blocks, each of even length (say 2m): each of these blocks is referred to as an I-hloc~. 
Between any two /-blocks. there are one or more leaves that belong to lower (lesser) 
levels. So, each /-block is a general sequence (r, . I‘?. . II?,,, )of nodes. It is immediately 
preceded by a leaf ( ro) on the left. and immediately followed by a leaf (r,,,,, , ) on the 
right. ( ro. I‘, , . I‘~,,~. I’?,,,  , 1 is called ;I hr~r~~lietrtl I-h/ock. (‘o and I‘~,,, + , are called. 
respectively. the kfi hrcrkcv and the ri(gl~f IWC~~\CV of the I-block: the nodes in 
(I’, . r2. , r,,,,) are called the irltcjr’ior’ wtlt~.s of the bracketed block. Note that the same 
leaf could be the right bracket of one /-block as well as the left bracket of a following 
l-block. 
Let S^=(l-,,.r,, . . 1‘2 ,,,. I’ 2,,1+ 1 ) be ;I sequence of nodes, where I’,, and I’:,,, + , are 
leaves. Such a sequence is called a bracketed sequence. Left bracket. right bracket and 
interior nodes of a bracketed sequence are detined as for bracketed blocks. A node 
in s^ is also called an ori</irur/ rwrlr. A node obtained by combining a pair of nodes 
in S is called a fir~lwr. r~odc. s is said to be puirrrhlr if, starting with S. we can 
perform ;I sequence of Imcp combinations that will result in the sequence 
/ I 
( I‘(), 1’1 . 1‘2 1 1 I’),,. I’?,,, , ). where each I~; is a father node (i.e. it is the father of two nodes 
in S): in this case. by prririry s^ WC mean performing the lmcp combinations to obtain 
this new sequence. LJsing Theorem 2.5, the conditions for optimality of Tcan be stated 
as follows. Start with .31S(S)=( 1;). 1;. 1;. . . . . I;,, I,+ I ). For I ranging from Iwiyht( T) 
down to 1. do the following. Test if a bracketed I-block is pairable; if so, then obtain 
the next construction sequence by replacing the bracketed block with the sequence 
obtained by pairing the block. 7’is optimal if and only if this process can be continued 
until we obtain the sequence ( I;,. I‘, 1, + , ). where r is the root of a tree T’. such that 
each leaf 1; has the same depth in T’ and T. 
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If T is a skewed tree (i.e. it has only few nodes in each level), then each of the I-blocks 
contains only a small number of nodes. So, in order to test the optimality of T, we can 
actually perform the lmcp combinations in each of the bracketed I-blocks. If T is not 
a skewed tree, then this procedure is inefficient. So, we need to obtain efficiently 
testable conditions for the pairability of a bracketed sequence. These conditions bear 
a similarity with the following result. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T he a complete, balanced tree on S =( VI, V,, , V,), where n = 2h,fTr 
some positiue integer h. T is a HQfman tree if and only lf M’~ 6 \vj + wk, for all i, j and k. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. It gives the conditions for 
the pairability of a bracketed sequence. 
Theorem 3.2. A bracketed sequence S= ( I’~, cl, , v2 ,,,, r2,,,+ ,) is pairahle ifand only if 
thefollowing conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Noninterference conditions 
(a) w( ~,,)a w( vi) for all ecen i such that ~1; is a leaf; W( ~32~ + 1) > W( L’i).fir all odd 
i such that ri is N leaf: 
(b) W(tl0)>Ma(Ci) and ~‘(t’Z,,,+l) >~~(r~)for all internal nodes L’i. 
(2) Balancing conditions 
(a) For each odd i such that L’i is a leafi M’( LJi) is no more thun the weight ofany 
compatible pair in S to the right ofri; for each even i such that L’i is a leaf; w( [Ii) 
is no more than the weight ofuny computihle pair in S to the left of’rt. 
(b) For all internal nodes ri, \c(vi) is no more than the Mjeight of any compatible 
pair in S. 
If s^ is pairable and there are no ties, then the set of all lmcp combinations performed in 
pairing s^ is unique; so, the sequence obtained by pairing S is unique. Moreocer, if S is 
pairable, there exists a sequence ofmcp combinations that pairs s^ and, in this sequence, 
the father nodes will be created in nondecreasing order of their Mleights. 
The noninterference conditions guarantee that u,, and L‘~,,,+ 1 stay out of the lmcp 
combinations in i. Since c,, and L‘~,,,+ I are leaves, this also prevents nodes outside s’ 
(in S*) from interfering with the lmcp combinations in s^. The balancing conditions 
guarantee that father nodes will stay out of further lmcp combinations as other 
original nodes in s^ are being combined; this guarantees pairability. Note the similarity 
between the balancing conditions and the conditions in Lemma 3.1. We will separ- 
ately prove the necessity of each of these conditions. Then we will prove that these 
conditions together are sufficient. 
In order to prove the theorem, we need the following definitions and notations. 
Suppose that starting with s^, we have performed some number c of lmcp combina- 
tions, and none of the father nodes have been combined with other nodes; also 
suppose that r. and I‘~,,~_ , have not been combined with any node. Then, we say that 
s has been /XUY~LII/J ptrircjrl. At this instant, let ri be an original node in s^ that has not 
been combined. Let v,, be the leaf closest to I., on the right of 11~ that has not yet been 
combined; if i = 2~ + 1, then take p = 2~ + I. I~,, is referred to as the ri<qllt ,juri.SdictioJ? 
limit KJf.,.( r,): if (’ is unknown or irrelevant, the subscript is left out. The /r/i 
jwisdicfiorl /irJzit L/L, ( I’;) is defined analogously. 
In order to pro\e the necessity-of the noninterference conditions. we need to prove 
;L stronger result. Suppose that S has been partially paired. and let t’i be an original 
node in s^ that has not yet been combined. Also, suppose that I.+zS^ has been combined 
with v,ES^. We ~a) that I’j hritlqc~s O~‘CV I‘, if I‘; and (‘I, arc on opposite sides of l.i; note 
that this is possible only if I’, is an internal node. We say that I’, is c~/l(JiJwd TO ri if either 
(it ;=i. 
(ii) li bridges over I’,. 01 
(iii) there exists a node that is on the same side of (‘i as cj and I‘~. is farther away from 
I’, than at Icast one of I‘; and I’~. and is chained to I‘~. 
In graphical terms. think of the nodes in s^ as being an ordered set of points on 
a horizontal line. ordered from left to right. Then L’, is chained to ri if. for every vertical 
lint between I’, and I’, a pair of points on opposite sides of the line have been combined 
together. In the tigures, we will USC an arc that starts at t‘i and goes over I’~ to indicate 
that I, is chained to I’,. 
Note that if r, is chained to I‘,. and is to the right of I’,, then I’~ is to the left of RJL( I’i). 
Also note that if the internal nodes in s^ except 1’; that so far have not been combined 
arc ignored. then the nodes chained to 1.i form a block. Let RR;C,(V~) and L!Vc’,.(r,) 
denote respectively. the rightmost and leftmost nodes chained to I’,. We have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Let s^=( r,), rl. . . r2 ,,,. I‘?,,, , ) hc l/ h,lrc~lic~tcd ,src~ucJrlc~~. lilld .suppo.sr fhif it 
hl.5 hCCJJ /‘~“‘1i‘d/~’ /WiWt/ UffC’r C’ 3 0 /JJlC/J ~‘~JJJlhiJl~lti~J/l.. At f/Ji.S iJl,\lU/lt. /et Vi hl’ II JlOdP it1 
s thrlf hr1.S JJfJf h/l UJJJJhid. iIJlt/ /Cl RJL,( t’,)= I’,,. %‘Jl t/W fiJ/hiJl(~ t\\‘CJ St~lfEJJlt’JltS. 
to~g~~t/~c~r. r-c~fiw~~/ lo 0,s Strrt, ( i, p. R ). CII’C’ fr’m ( R rc$rs to t/~c~,/kt thrf f/w .sfrrfrr~~~JJls rirrri 
\I’ifh ri$]/Jf ,jWiSdiCtim. 7h t~‘cJ .ST~/~~‘/J~L’J?~.S LIW ,w/JtWrl~c~/~’ JY~f~~~JYV/ f0 (IS SrlJf 1 L ( i, p. R ) 
ctrd Srtrt2, ( i. p. R ). re.spc,c,ticc~l~~ ). 
( I ) w( I‘, ) 3 N,( r, ) jiw o/l ri c~llrrirlcd to I‘, 
(2) Lrt is h f/W .sc’qiwl’Y’ 0hf~JiJlcd fhJ2 s^ h], ddcrill,/ Llll t/w n0rle.s r.wrpt I’, tht 1iJ.C’ 
c~hrirwtl fo I.,. trrd trl/ origiJw/ irlfer.rltr~ rl0tlc.s iti s^ cswpt I’, tlwt Ilure riot hew1 combirwd. 
TiJCJtl. 
(a) \I,( ri) 3 K( ri ) fiw 011 Irirws I’, E s^’ ,stric,11!, hct~wr~ I‘, rrrd v,,. rchic,h I~W SLIL.IJ tht 
th JIUJJI/WJ. cJf’rwtle,s cf s^’ hrtuwr~ I’, trrd r, is orltl. 
(b) I\%( I‘,)>, \\.( ri ) fiw (I// i/ltc?J?t// JJOdCS I’, E .f’ hPrH*WJ? I’~ LIP 1’,,. 
.A Iso. If’ LJ L,.( I’, ) = I’,, . (111 ~itlll/O<~Oll,S ,St~ltC1lJll~tlt Stat, (i, I”. a!. ) UJtlO’J-tlitlcj th’ ttdk’S 
hfwrrl I‘; rrrd r,, is TI’UC’. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number c of lmcp combinations that have 
been performed so far in s^. The assertions of the lemma are trivially true for c = 0. For 
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inductive hypothesis, let the assertions of the lemma be true for all c < d. Now, suppose 
that d combinations have been performed. Let ri, I’,, and up, be as specified in the 
lemma. We prove Stut,(i,p, R); the proof of Stat,(i,p’, L) is similar. If the dth 
combination does not involve any node between ri and r,,, then Sturd( i, p, R) is same as 
Statd_i( i,p, R), and is true by induction hypothesis. So, let the lath combination 
combine the nodes c, and L’,~ of S. I’ < s, where i <s < p. Let RNCd _ 1 (Ci) = uq. There are 
many cases to consider. 
CUSP 1: i <s < q (see Fig. 2). Note that in this case I’, must be an internal node. 
If i<r. then r, must also be an internal node. In any case, by the definition of 
lmcp, ~~l(l’i)3 \v(c,) and ul(ri)> ~‘(1’~). This, together with Statl,-, (i, p, R), implies 
Statl,(i,p,R). StatZ,(i,p,R) is same as Stur2,_,(i,p,R). 
Cu.w 2: r < q < s (see Fig. 3a). If i < r, then V, must be an internal node. In any case, 
by the definition of lmcp, M’( c,)> IV( c,) and “t’(t’i)3 W( C,). Let LJL,_ 1 ( cs)= c,; 
RJLd_, (11~) = cp. Note that r d r < q. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 2.1: c,~ is a leaf. We have RJLd_ 1( L.~)=P, and RNC,( l.i)=Cs. Between c, and I’,~, 
an even number of nodes have been combined, all among themselves. Srarl,( i,p, R) 
(between l’i and rs) follows from Srurl,_,(i,s,R) (between L’i and c,), Srar2,_,(i,s,R) 
(between cq and rs), and Srar2d_ 1 (s, r, L) (between rq and rs). Srar2d(i, p, R) follows 
from Srar2d_,(s,p,R). 
Case 2.2: L‘, is an internal node. Let LNCd_ 1 (os) = L’, and RNCd_ 1 (~3,) = z),,. Clearly, 
q<ads<b<p (see Fig. 3b). We have RNCd(vi)=r,,. Between cq and II,, an even 
number of nodes have been combined, all among themselves. Srarl,( i, p, R) (between 
Ui and q,) follows from Star ld_ 1 (i, p, R) (between Pi and tlq), Srar2,_ 1 (i, p, R) (between 
cq and c,), Srar2,_ 1 (s, r, L) (between rq and L’,), Srur ld_, (s, r, L) (between P, and us), 
and Srarl,_ I(s,p, R) (between I’,% and L’b). Srar2,,(i,p, R) follows from Srur2,_ l(s,p, R). 
Case 3: q <r < s (see Fig. 4a). Let RJLd_ , ( vi) = r,. Note that 11, is L’, if u, is a leaf; 
"h “i I”, l’<’ “I \‘,. “0 “\ “h I’ i’ 
eke, t’., if I’., is a leaf: else, it is I’,,. Stir ld( i. p, K) is same as Srtrt I,, l (i.:, R). To prove 
Stc1t2~( i, p, R), we need to consider the following four cases. 
C’OSC 3.1: Both r, and I’, are leaves. We have H,( ri)> \v( I’,). Note that the number of 
combined nodes between 11~ and I’, is even; the number of combined nodes between 13, 
and P, is even; and the number of combined nodes between I., and L‘,, is even. 
Stut2,( i, p, RI follows from Sr~rr2,,_ , (i. I’, R 1 ( between I‘,, and I‘,. ). Sr~t?,,_ 1 (s. I’, L) 
(between I’,. and r~,), and Srcct2,,_ , (s, p, R) (between 13, and t‘,,). 
CNW 3.2: 11, is a leaf and I’,, is an internal node. We ha\e I\‘( r,)>,c(r,). Let 
LNC,- 1 (r.,)= I‘,, and RNCd_, (r,)= I’,, (see Fig. 4b). Note that the number of com- 
bined nodes between r,, and r, is even: the number of combined nodes between I‘, and 
I’, is even; the number of combined nodes between I‘,, and I’,,. excluding I’,>, is even; and 
the number of combined nodes between l’h and l‘,, is even. St~rrZ,( i.p. R) follows from 
Stut&-, (i, r, R) (between [‘y and r,), Stt~f?~- , (s, I’. L) (between V, and P,,), 
StatId-,(s.r.L) (between I’,, and r,). Sfrl/ I,,_ , (s, p. R) (between I‘, and I.~), and 
Sfut2,_ 1 (s, p, R) (between (‘h and I%,,). 
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Case 3.3: u, is an internal node and I), is a leaf. We have w( vi)2 w(t’,) and 
w(ui)3 w(c,). Let LJLd_ 1 (c,)= LJLd_ 1(~:5)=~h. Note that hdi. Let LNC*_ 1(u,)=~, 
and RNC,_ 1 (~1,) = C~ (see Fig. 4~). Note that the number of combined nodes between 
~~~ and P, is even; the number of combined nodes between II, and us, excluding u*, is 
even; the number of combined nodes between cf and II, is even; and the number of 
combined nodes between L’, and u, is even. Stut2,( i, p, R) follows from St~t2~_ 1 (i, s, R) 
(between tiq and c,), Sf~rt 1d _ 1 (r, h, L) (between L’, and ur), Stat1 ,, _ 1 (I-, s, R) (between u, 
and L.,(), St&Z,_ 1 (s, h, L) (between uf and us), and Stut2, 1 (s, p, R) (between u, and up). 
Cuse 3.4: Both c, and L’, are internal nodes. We have W( Vi) > w( u,) and w( vi) 2 w( u,). 
Let LJL,_,(~,)=LJL,_,(~,)=~,. Note that h<i. Let LNCd_l(~,)=~~,, and 
RNC,_,(r,)=tl,; let LNCdpl(a,.)=c,, and RNCd_l(~,)=~f (see Fig. 4d). Note that 
the number of combined nodes between uq and 21, is even; the number of combined 
nodes between L’, and c,-, excluding L’,., is even; the number of combined nodes between 
L‘/ and c, is even: the number of combined nodes between u, and v,,, excluding us, is 
even; and the number of combined nodes between L+, and up is even. Stat2,( i, p, R) 
follows from Stat2, 1 (i, p, R) (between c, and L’,), Stat 1 d _ 1 (r, h, L) (between u, and u,), 
S~atl~_,(r,p,R) (between r, and cf), Stat2,_ 1 (s, h, L) (between us and ua), 
St&l,_ 1 (s, h, L) (between c, and v,), Start,_ 1 (s, p, R) (between u, and ub), and 
Stat2,_ 1 (s, p, R) (between Q, and L’~). 0 
Now we prove the necessity of the balancing conditions. 
Lemma 3.4. [f a bracketed sequence s=( cO, ~1~) . . .. u2,,,, u2,,, + 1) is pairable, then it 
satisfies the bulancing conditions. 
Proof. Let s^ be a bracketed sequence that is pairable. Consider a$xed sequence of 
lmcp combinations that pairs s. Suppose that s^ does not satisfy the balancing 
conditions. Among all the interior nodes whose weight is large enough to violate the 
balancing conditions, let Ui be a node that is combined last; let Ui be combined with Uj 
in the (c + 1 )st lmcp combination. Let w( tli) < w( v,) + w(t’,) be a balancing condition 
that is violated, for an appropriate cp (c,, v,), r < s (i.e. if Ui is a leaf and i is odd, r > i; if ui 
is a leaf and i is even, s < i; if Ui is an internal node, then (u,, u,) is any cp in s^). Now 
consider the instant when s^ has been partially paired after c lmcp combinations. At 
this instant, let u: and 21: be the roots of the subtrees (of height at most one) containing 
L:, and L’,~, respectively (it is possible that 2;:=~:). If L’, was combined before u,, then 
u, must have been combined with a node whose weight is at most w(u,); an ana- 
logous statement holds if L:, was combined before u,. Let U’E( u:, u:> be such that 
w(u’)=min(w(u:),w(u~)). So, we have w(u’)<w(u,)+w(c,)<w(ui). We prove that our 
assumptions lead to a contradiction. We consider three cases. 
Case 1: ui is a leaf and i is odd. In this case r> i. There are three subcases to 
consider. 
Case 1.1: jar (see Fig. 5a). Ifj=r, then 2:: is compatible with Uj, and w(a:)<w(vi); 
this contradicts that (Vi, “j) is an lmcp. If j=s, then ~1: is compatible with Uj, and 
\I.( vi)< \I’( I.,): this contrndicta that (I’,. r,) is an Imcp. So. let j#v,s. Then. I.’ is 
compatible \vith I.,. and I\‘( I.’ I< 1t.t I‘, ): this again contradicts that ( ri. r, ) is an Imcp. 
C’trw /.2: i<j<~.. Then. since (I,. r,) is an Imcp. there must esist a leaf between t‘, 
and r.i that has not yet been combined. Let I’,, bc such :I leaf. jcl7-c r. that is closest to 
l,: i.e. K.IL,(r,)=r,, (SW Fig. 5b). Since ( (‘,.I.,) is an Imcp, wt‘ hake 
I\‘( r,,) 3 \t,( I, ) > it’( I,.) + I\‘( I , ). If p is odd. thi5 \ iolates our assumption conccrninf I.,; so 
let p bc cacti. Since i is odd and (I is c\cn. there are an even number of nodes of 
s^ bctwxn I., and I’,,. Since I‘, combines with I‘,. and thcrc is no node bridging over I‘, ot 
t‘,,. thcrc must exist an internal node I.,,E~. I’,, # t‘i. between I., and t‘,,. that has not yet 
been combined. Since ( I,. I‘, ) is an Imcp. w( t.<,) 2 1l.f I~, ) > \I‘( I’,.) + N‘( I‘,). This too violates 
our assumption concerning I’, 
(‘tr.w 1.3: j-c i (SW Fig. 5,). Since i is odd. and there is no node bridging over I’,. 
there are an odd number of interior nodcs excluding I‘, to the left of 13,. all of whose 
combinations are among themselves. So. there tnust exist an interior node to the left of 
I’, (other than ri) that has not yt been combined: let I’,, be such ;I node closest to I’,. 
Since ( ri. ri) is an Imcp. \I,( I‘,,) 3 \\,( I’, ) > \I‘( r,) + \t’( I‘, ). If I’,, is ;I Icaf. then q <,i: hence. 
q must be odd. In an\’ case. I’,, \ iolatcs our assumption conccrntng t’,. 
C’o.w 2: I’, is ;I Icaf. and i is cvcn. In this cast s<i. The proof is 4milar to that of 
Cast I. 
C’c/.w 3: I’, is an internal node. Thcrc are three subcases to consider. 
C’rt.w 3.1: i <I’. Again. thcrc arc three subcases to consider. 
C‘tr.vc’ 3.1.1: j>v. The proof is similar to that of C;IC 1.1. 
(‘o.w .i./..?: i-c;</. (xc Fig. hi). The proof is similar to that of Case 1.7. Since 
(r,.r,) is an Imcp. there must exist a leaf between I’, and I~: that has not yet been 
combined. Let I‘,, be such :I leaf. j</j<v. that is closest to vi; ix. fU~I.,.(t.~)=t.,,. Since 
(I‘,. ri) is an Imcp. WC have w( t.,,) 2 \\,( I‘, ) > I(.( I‘,) + \I,( I.,). If 11 is odd, this violates our 
assumption concerning I‘,: so let p be e\ en. Then there are an odd number of interior 
node5 of ,? to the left oft‘,,. Since there is no node bridging over I.,,. there tnust exist 
a node of .<(other than I’~ and t’,) to the left of I’,, that hns not yet been combined; let I’,, 
be such a node that is closest to c,,. Since (l’i, L.j) is an lmcp, \v( [I,)> w( lji)> 
M.( P,) + \v( ~1~). If I’~ is a leaf. then y < i; in this case, since all the nodes between cy and P,, 
are combined among themselves, q must be odd. In any case, rq violates our as- 
sumption concerning L’;. 
CNSP 3.1.3: j< i. The proof is similar to that of Case 3.1.2. 
CUSP 3.2: r<i<s. Since (L’,, v,,) was a cp in S, this leads to a contradiction, as in 
Case 1.1. 
Cusr 3.3: s < i. The proof is similar to that of Case 3.1. ti 
Now, we are ready to prove the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The necessity of the two conditions follows from Lemmas 3.3 
and 3.4. Now we prove the sufficiency of the conditions. Assume that s^ satisfies the 
noninterference and balancing conditions. Suppose that s^ has been partially paired 
after some number c<~ of lmcp combinations; let s^’ be the resulting construction 
sequence. Suppose that an interior node P,ES^ has not yet been combined. We shall 
prove that among all the nodes in s^! that are compatible to L‘,, there exists an interior 
node of s^ that has the smallest weight. This would imply that further lmcp’s can be 
found among the uncombined interior nodes of s^ until s^ has been paired. 
Now consider s^‘. Let LJL,( r,,)= L‘~ and RJL,( I’,,)= L’~. Note that only rP, I’, and all 
the nodes between them (including father nodes) are compatible to I’,. By Corollary 
2.1.2. the weight of any father node r is at least as large as the weight of any cp in s^ that 
contains at least one son of I’. Suppose there exists an uncombined internal node ch of 
F? between r,, and I’~. Then, by the balancing conditions, VV(V,,) is no more than the 
weight of any father node in s’. This, together with the noninterference condition (1 b), 
yields the desired result. 
Now, suppose that there are no uncombined internal nodes of s^ between tlP and ~3~. 
Then, since there is no node bridging over L’,, or v~, and all the nodes between them 
except c,, have been combined (among themselves), p and q must have the same parity. 
Consider the case where p and y are even; the other case is similar. Then, by the 
balancing condition (2a), \t’( c4) is no more than the weight of any father node between 
r,, and I’~. Also if p=O, then v,,>c’,. This yields the desired result. 
So, we have proved that, for each uncombined interior node v,E.??, there exists an 
uncombined interior node of s^ that has the smallest weight among all the nodes 
compatible to I’, in s^j. Hence, we can always find lmcp’s among the uncombined 
interior nodes of s^ until s^ has been paired. If there are no ties, then by Lemma 2.1 and 
Corollary 2.1.1, the set of all lmcp combinations performed in pairing s^ is unique; so, 
the sequence obtained by pairing s^is also unique. If, at each step, we combine the mcp 
among the uncombined interior nodes, then by Lemma 2.3, the father nodes will be 
created in the order of nondecreasing weights. il 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let T be an dphuhetic tree. Consider the set c!f’nonrrdundunt, lineur 
inequdities on w that toyethrr qiw the conditions fiw optimulity of’ T. In each of’ these 
Proof. Consider a level-by-level lmcp-construction of T’ corresponding to T, as 
mentioned in Theorem 2.5. If I‘ is a node in some I-block. then \v( L’) is the sum of 
weights of some of the nodes in S. So. by Theorem 32, in each of the inequalities 
governing pairability. the coefficient of each \\‘i is either zero or one. Each facet of 
~o/J’( T) corresponds to one of these inequalities. Hence. the result follows. [:I 
4. Testing the optimality 
In this section. we consider the time complexity of testing the optimality of 
alphabetic trees. We first show that the optimality of very skewed trees (i.e. trees in 
which the number of nodes in any level is bounded by some constant) can be tested in 
linear time. Then we show that the optimality of well-balanced trees (i.e trees in which 
the maximum difference between the levels of any two leaves is bounded by some 
constant) can also be tested in linear time. Finally. we consider a class of trees that is 
neither skewed nor well balanced. and discuss the difficulty and the issues involved in 
testing its optimality in linear time. It is not clear if the optimality of arbitrary trees 
can be tested in linear time. 
Let T be an alphabetic tree. As mentioned in the beginning of Section 3, the 
optimality of T can be tested as follows. Start with ,4rs( S) = ( CL, I’, , 1;. , 1: + 1 ). For 
I ranging from hriyht( T) down to I, do the following. Test if a bracketed I-block is 
pairable; if so, then obtain the next construction sequence by replacing the bracketed 
block with the sequence obtained by pairing the block. T is optimal if and only if this 
process can be continued until we obtain the construction sequence ( I;,. I’, C,, , ), 
where 1‘ is the root of a tree T’, such that each leaf C{ has the same depth in T’ and T. 
Knuth [S. pp. 43%444] showed how to organize a sequence of k nodes into priority 
queues in 0( klogli) time such that a sequence of lmcp combinations can be per- 
formed at the cost of 0( log k) time per combination. A tree is said to be .ske\r& if the 
maximum number of nodes in any level of the tree is bounded by some constant. Let 
ST(c) be the set of a11 alphabetic trees which are such that the number of nodes in any 
level is at most c. If TEST(C,). then each /-block will contain at most (’ nodes. It takes 
O(c, log c) time to pair all the level-l blocks, where (,I is the actual number of nodes in 
level 1. Since c,<(’ for all 1, this leads to an 0( nlogc) algorithm for testing the 
optimality of T. Also, by Theorem 3 2. the number of linear inequalities that specify 
the conditions for the pairability of all the blocks in level I is a function only of c,. So, 
we have the following result. 
In fact, if it is known that the optimal tree TEST(C), then T can be constructed in 
linear time using the algorithm of Garsia and Wachs [2]. If T is not a skewed tree, 
then the above procedure is inefficient. In this case, we would like to test whether an 
I-block is pairable, without actually performing the lmcp combinations; in fact, we 
may not even know the weights of all the internal nodes in an I-block, because these 
internal nodes would have been obtained from a pairable (I + 1 )-block on which we 
did not actually perform the lmcp combinations. So, we need to obtain efficiently 
testable conditions for the pairability of a bracketed sequence. 
Suppose that we start with the bracketed sequence S^=(C’~,U~,...,U~~,U~~+~). Let 
t be the largest integer such that 2’ divides 2~71. Suppose that s^ can be successively 
pairedj times, for some j d t. Then we let fO = i, and let s^i be the sequence obtained by 
successively pairing s^ i times, for 1 <i < j. Each node in s^i s the root of a tree that 
contains 2’ nodes ofS. Note that for i> 1, all the interior nodes in Si are internal nodes; 
so, any two nodes in ii are compatible. For each i, 1 <i< j, when we pair ii- 1 to 
obtain ii. the two interior nodes with the two smallest weights in s^i_l will be 
combined to give the smallest weight interior node in Si; the two interior nodes with 
the two smallest weights among the remaining interior nodes in s^i_ 1 will be combined 
to give the second smallest weight interior node in ii, and so on. Let the ith mcp in 
s^ refer to the mcp in the sequence obtained from s^ by removing the first i- 1 mcp’s, 
1 <i < m. We have the following results. 
Lemma4.2. Lrt S^=(L:~.L~~. . . . . rZm , Pi,,, + 1 ) be u hrucketed sequence that can be success- 
icely paired j times. Then .fbr twh i, 1 < i<j, the tree rooted at the smallest weight 
interior node in ii contuins the,first 2’- ’ mcp’s in s? the tree rooted at the second smallest 
weight interior node in Si contains the next 2’-’ mcp’s in i, and so on. 
Corollary 4.2.1. Let s^=( vO, L‘~, , r2,,,, L >,,,+ 1) be a bracketed sequence that can be 
successi~el~~ paired ,j times. Then, 
(1) the noninteyference conditions on ij_ , imply the noninterference conditions on ii, 
,for ull i, 0 < i < j; 
(2) the balancing conditions on s^, imply the balancing conditions on pi, for all 
i, 1 < i < j. 
Proof. (1) is obvious. For (2), note that for i > 1, all the interior nodes in s^i are internal 
nodes; so, any two nodes in ii are compatible. So, the balancing condition for Si is that 
the weight of the largest internal node in ii be no more than the sum of the weights of 
the two smallest internal nodes in ii. Clearly, if this holds for i= 1, then it holds for all 
i,l<i<j. 1 
In Lemma 4.2, we characterized in nodes in ii iteratively, starting with the node of 
the smallest weight. Direct characterization of the heavy nodes in Si is somewhat more 
complicated. Here we consider only the case when all the nodes in s^ are leaves. Let 
( I‘,~, ~1~~. __.,I‘,~) be a subsequence of s^. Its weight is defined to be xk= ,\v(L’,,,). It is 
called an odd-c>~n .suh.sryu~nc~r (c?f’/rr~gth k) if zP has the same parity as p. for I dp < k. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2. there exists a sequence of mcp combinations in isuch that the 
interior nodes of s^, are created in the order of nondecreasing weights. Consider this 
fixed sequence of mcp combinations. The proof of the lemma is by induction on r. 
Consider the case I’= I. The largest weight interior node in s^, is created last. Let this 
node be obtained by combining the pair (r,,. r,,) in S. LI < h. Consider the situation in 
S‘just before this combination. All the leaves strictly between 11” and I‘,, must have been 
combined, all among themsclvcs. So, LI is odd; for an analogous reason. h is even. 
Hence, all that remains to be shown is that in our sequence of mcp combinations, the 
largest weight odd-even pair in s^ will eventually become an mcp. Let (r,.. rd), c<d, be 
the largest weight odd-even pair in S. Then each of the bracketed sequences 
(I’,,, I.,. .._ I‘, 1, ( I’, . 1“ + , , . . . rd) and ( I’,,, I’,, / , . , I.~,,,+ 1 ) satisfies the noninterference 
and balancing conditions and, by Theorem 3.2. can be paired. After these three 
sequences are paired, ( rc, rd) becomes an mcp. Hence, the largest weight interior node 
in s, is the father of 11, and ~3~. 
Now suppose that the lemma is true for all I’. 1 <r-<.s. for some .s<r~. Let 
( I’, , . I’ = ,. ~ “lJ, ~ ,,) be the largest weight odd-even subsequence of length 2( s - I ) in s^. 
consisting of the sons of the s -~ I largest weight interior nodes in s^, Let the sth largest 
weight interior node in s^, be the father of I‘,, and l‘,.% P< f: Considering the sequence of 
mcp combinations. WC have that none of the .sP I largest weight mcp’s can contain 
;I (leaf) node between l‘,, and I‘~. Hence. for each p. I <p<2(s- I). either z,,<P or 
:,,>,/I Let zo=O and z2,_, =2rn + I. Considering our result for Y= I above, we have 
that (I’,., I’, ) is the largest weight pair in s^ such that zq < V< f’<z, + , . for some y, 
0<~/<1( s- I ), and that (‘- zII is odd and /‘-z,, is even. So. the result follows. 
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. 
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“2 L’3 1’4 “5 
Fig. 6. 
Now we are ready to consider a nontrivial example. 
Example. Let n = 8, and let T be the tree in which the sequence of level numbers of the 
leaves is (2,4,4,4,4,3,3,2) (see Fig. 6). The only 4-block is ( G, V3, V,, V,). The corres- 
ponding bracketed block is ( VI, V2, VA, V,, V5, V6). The noninterference conditions for 
this block are given by 
u’r 3\Vj, W, 3w,, We 3 \fz ) W62Wwq. 
The balancing conditions for this block are given by 
w2dw,+w,, Wz<W,fW5, w,bw,+Wj, w,bw,+w,. 
For level 3, the only bracketed block is ( VI, c, P’, V6, V,, Vs), where { u, u’) is either 
1~3,u~~J. or Iuz5,0 34}. In the later case, w( oz5)3 w(L~~~) by Lemma 4.3. The nonin- 
terference conditions for this block are given by 
w,3w2+wj, w,>w,+w,, wr>W2+M’5, WI 3 w,, 
K’s > w2 + bv3, “s>W,fW,, U’8 3 w2 + W5, wg 3 we. 
Note that the first two of these 8 inequalities imply the first two inequalities among the 
noninterference conditions for the 4-block. The balancing conditions for this block are 
given by 
w2 + w3 B w4 + w5 + wfj, W,+W3<W~-t-w,, 
W~+W5<wz-t-W3+w6, wq+w5<wg+w,, 
w~+w5Bw3+w‘$+w~, w,+WjdWh+W,, 
w,dw2+w3+w4+w5, w,dwz+w,+w6, 
w,dw,+w,+w,, W,<W3fW4$Wfj. 
For level 2, the only bracketed block is ( ii,. I’,.r’.r’. I/,, C;), where M’(I~‘)<M’(?). 
(r.‘,l%‘) is either (~.~.~~~.l’(,~). ~.h7.~.z355), (!‘23.(,,~.45.7), ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ or (P . ,z~~~.~). 
Note that [ rl. rz i cannot be ( I‘.~~, ;. rzs.(, ] (why’.‘). The noninterference conditions for 
this block are vacuous. The balancing conditions for this block are given by substitut- 
ing each of the possibilities mentioned above for (r’. 1%‘) into the following inequalities: 
For level I, there are only two interior nodes. and the noninterference and balancing 
conditions are vacuoles. 
Now we consider the case when T is a complete. balanced tree on II = 2h leaves. for 
some positive integer h. 
,j < i. 
Proof. Consider the level-by-level lmcp-construction of T’ corresponding to T, as 
mentioned in Theorem 3.5. The noninterference conditions are trivially satisfied for all 
levels. Inequality (1) gives the balancing conditions for level h. After pairing at level 17, 
the (17 - 1 )-block consists of ttc2 interior nodes. All of them are internal nodes and, so, 
any two of them are compatible. By Lemma 4.3, the largest weight node among them 
(say z’~,) was obtained by combining the largest weight odd-even pair ( I$. 5) in S. The 
balancing condition for level h - 1 is that \t’( ri, ) be no more than the sum of weights of 
any two nodes in level h ~ 1. The smallest weight node in level h - 1 was obtained by 
combining the smallest weight adjacent pair in S. The second smallest weight node in 
level II- 1 was obtained by combining the smallest weight adjacent pair among the 
remaining nodes in S. By the definition of a cp. none of these two pairs can bridge over 
1: or 1;. If either of these pairs is between 1; and I ;, then the corresponding conditions 
for balancing follow from (I): otherwise. (2) gives the conditions for balancing. Also. 
by Corollary 4.21. the balancing conditions for level /I- 1 imply the balancing 
conditions for the lesser lebels. 
It is easily seen that there are @(n4) inequalities, and that they are all nonredun- 
dant. q 
Note the similarity between the inequalities in Lemma 4.4 and those in Lemma 3.1. 
Also note that each of the inequalities in Lemma 4.4 is of the form w(T)< w( f) for 
some tree f of height h+ 1. Now we discuss the time required to test the optimality 
of T. 
Corollary 4.4.1. Let T be the complete, hulanced alphuhetic tree on S = ( VI, V2, . . , K) 
where n = 2h, ,for some positive integer h. The optimulity of T can be tested in linear time. 
Proof. In linear time, we can determine the largest weight adjacent pair to the right 
(or left) of Kin S, for all i, by scanning S from right to left (correspondingly, from left to 
right). This can be used to test part (1) in Lemma 4.4. Using a similar scanning 
technique, we can also test part (2) in linear time. 0 
Now let us consider the complexity of testing the optimality of well-balanced trees. 
A tree is said to be we// bulanced if the maximum difference between the levels of any 
two leaves in the tree is bounded by some constant. Let WB(c) be the set of all 
alphabetic trees which are such that the maximum difference between the levels of any 
two leaves is at most c. We have the following result. 
Theorem 4.5. Let c be any jixed constant independent qf n. There exists an algorithm 
that, given TE WB(c), tests its optimality in linear time. 
Proof. Let height(T)= h and, without loss of generality, let c be the maximum 
difference between the levels of any two leaves in T. Consider the level-by-level 
lmcp-construction of T’ corresponding to T, as mentioned in Theorem 2.5. For levels 
l<h-c, K, and V,+l are the only brackets. So, the noninterference conditions are 
trivially satisfied for these levels. By Corollary 4.2.1, the balancing conditions for the 
level h - (‘- 1 imply the balancing conditions for all lesser levels. A node at level 1 is the 
root of a tree containing at most 2h-f nodes of S. For each level 13 h-c- 1, in each 
l-block, the weights of each of the heavy nodes (starting with the heaviest) as well as of 
each of the light nodes (starting with the lightest) can be found in O(m) time, where 
m is the number of nodes in the block. To test the pairability of an l-block, we need to 
determine only the weights of a constant number of heavy and light nodes in the 
block. So, the pairability at levels 12 h-c - 1 can be tested in linear time. Hence, the 
result follows. 0 
Finally, let us consider a class of trees that is neither skewed nor well balanced. Let 
r~=2~+ 1, for some integer h> 1, and let T be the tree with V, at level one, and all 
other leaves at level h+ 1. So, the left subtree is a complete, balanced tree on 
(VI, 6, . . . . I& ,), and by Corollary 4.4.1, its optimality can be tested in linear time. 
The optimality of T requires further that the noninterference conditions be satisfied at 
level two. By Corollary 4.3.1. this condition requires that M’,, be at least as large as the 
weight of the largest weight odd-even subsequence of length (II- I )/2 =2h-’ in 
( 6, V’, , k, ~, ). There is no known way to find this sequence in linear time. On the 
other hand, there are only 2@‘“’ possible outcomes (largest weight odd-even sub- 
sequences), and the optimality of each can be tested in linear time. 
So, it is not clear if the optimality of an arbitrary tree can be tested in linear time. 
Considering the different techniques used for testing the optimality of the trees in 
ST(c). in WB(c), and the one mentioned above, the following possibility cannot be 
ruled out. For trees of each shape, there exists a linear-time algorithm to test the 
optimality. but there is no single algorithm that tests the optimality of an arbitrary 
tree in linear time. 
5. Conclusions 
WC considered the worst-case time complexity of constructing optimal alphabetic 
trees. Hu and Tucker [6] presented an O( n log n) algorithm for this problem in the 
linear decision tree model. On the other hand, there are only 2”‘“’ different solutions 
(outputs) for this problem and, so, the only obvious lower bound in the decision tree 
model is R( rr). In an attempt to resolve this disparity, we considered the complexity of 
testing if a given alphabetic tree is optimal (for a given sequence of weights). Using the 
correctness of the HuTucker algorithm. we derived the necessary and sufficient 
conditions on the weight sequence for a given tree to be optimal. These conditions 
were derived from the shape of the tree, level-by-level, bottom-up. Using this. we 
showed that the optimality of skewed trees (i.e. trees in which the number of nodes in 
each level is bounded by some constant) can be tested in linear time. We also showed 
that the optimality of well-balanced trees (i.e. trees in which the maximum difference 
between the levels of any two leaves is bounded by some constant) can be tested in 
linear time. Then we considered a class of trees that is neither skewed nor well 
balanced, and discussed the difficulty and the issues involved in testing its optimality 
in linear time. It is not clear if the optimality of an arbitrary tree can be tested in linear 
time. Considering the different techniques used in testing the optimality of trees of 
different shapes, the following possibility cannot be ruled out. For trees of each shape. 
there exists a linear-time algorithm to test the optimality, but there is no single 
algorithm that tests the optimality of an arbitrary tree in linear time. 
The Hu Tucker algorithm [6] is quite complicated. In fact, it took the authors 
several years to find a correctness proof. We believe that our results give new insights 
into their algorithm. 
Finally, consider the problem of constructing a Huffman tree. Hu and Tan [S] 
showed that this problem is a special case of the alphabetic tree problem. They 
showed that if we sort the weights and reindex them such that ~z‘i >vvz> .‘. >IZ‘,, the 
optimal alphabetic tree on the sorted list is a (optimal) Huffman tree. (So, there exists 
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a Huffman tree for which the level sequence (I,, 12,. , I,) of the leaves satisfies the 
nondecreasing condition: I, < I, < ... 6 I,.) Using our results, we can obtain the condi- 
tions on w for a given tree to be a Huffman tree. Since usI >u12 3 ... au’,,, these 
conditions can be tested in linear time. 
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